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BACKGROUND  
Remote laboratories represent a novel resource in supporting improved access to a diverse range of 
educational laboratory experiences. An important benefit arising from remote laboratories is the ability 
to share laboratories across institutional boundaries. The extent of sharing (and hence the potential 
benefits) is however strongly affected by the ease with which the lab owner can coordinate access, 
and the ease with which users can gain access. Federated access technologies such as Shibboleth 
(and its implementation within the Australian Access Federation) provide a partial solution, but 
typically still require users to visit the lab owner’s site in order to gain access. The resulting challenges 
in lab branding and diverse interfaces can still result in a hurdle to widespread sharing. 

PURPOSE 
This paper considers the question of whether it is feasible to support a richer form of federated access 
to remotely accessed teaching laboratories, whereby users can transparently access, through their 
own local system, a range of apparatus drawn from diverse external sources. Further, if such an 
approach is feasible, then what are the system architectural implications and can such support be 
seamlessly integrated into an existing remote laboratory system? 

DESIGN/METHOD  
Potential architectures that can support local access to distributed remote laboratories are identified – 
including centralised, distributed and peer-to-peer architectures. Using a lens of contextual (existing 
and legacy laboratories, inclusiveness), operational (ownership, access negotiation, user perception) 
and technical (performance, scalability, security) factors these architectures are critiqued. An 
architecture has subsequently been chosen and used as the basis for a prototype system based on 
the existing Sahara remote laboratory system. The resulting prototype was evaluated in terms of its 
ability to provide the desired functionality. 

RESULTS  
The results clearly demonstrate the benefits of extending an existing remote laboratory system so that 
distributed remote laboratory resources can be aggregated and accessed from a single location. 
Evaluations of the prototype have shown no major technical or performance problems as well as the 
potential for significant improvements in user access to these resources. 

CONCLUSIONS  
This paper has successfully shown that it is feasible to extend an existing remote laboratory system to 
support local management of access to an aggregated collection of remote labs drawn from diverse 
locations. This has the potential to simplify the process of access and to therefore encourage more 
widespread resource sharing. Future work is still required to fully test the implementation and integrate 
it into the current Sahara production release, but this is anticipated to be a relatively straightforward 
process. More significantly, further work will also more broadly consider how sharing of remote labs is 
encouraged, funded, and especially used as a vehicle for pedagogic innovation and sharing of best 
practice. 
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Introduction 

Remotely accessible laboratories (or “remote labs”) represent a novel resource in supporting 
improved access to a diverse range of educational laboratory experiences. A remote lab is 
based on instrumenting a physical laboratory apparatus so that it can be monitored and 
controlled via the internet, with the result that users need not be physically present with the 
apparatus. An example of a typical remote laboratory interface is provided in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1:  A typical remote laboratory system: 
The UTS Hydroelectric apparatus allows students to explore hydro-electric power generation 

using a system containing water tanks, a pelton wheel and turbine, and a variable load. 

 

A significant benefit that arises from the use of remote labs is the potential for greatly 
enhanced sharing of resources between institutions, with the resultant benefits regarding 
amortisation of costs and access to a more diverse range of lab facilities. The extent of 
sharing however will be influenced by the ease with which the sharing can be managed by 
the owners of the remote labs. Where the lab owner must individually manage each user, 
this will be a potential block to sharing. Whilst federated access technologies (where user 
identities across different domains can be linked) provide a partial solution, they still require 
users to visit the lab owner’s site in order to gain access to the labs managed by that owner. 
An alternative is to modify the remote lab management systems so that any user 
organisation can create their own aggregation of labs, where the labs can be drawn from any 
lab provider that has authorised their access. The user organisation can then take on the 
responsibility for managing the access by their own users across this collection. 

This paper considers the feasibility and system design implications of supporting this richer 
form of federated access, whereby users can transparently access, through their own local 
system, a range of apparatus drawn from diverse external sources. 

Shared Access to Remote Laboratories 

Remote laboratories, whilst not a universal panacea to the challenges of developing and 
maintaining teaching laboratories, have been shown to have a number of potential benefits. 
Apart from the obvious benefit or providing students with increased flexibility with regard to 
time and location of access, pedagogic research has also shown that whilst some learning 
outcomes are much better met using hands-on laboratory access, there are other learning 
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outcomes that are actually enhanced through remote access (Lindsay & Good, 2005). There 
has also been some limited research that has begun exploring the opportunities provided by 
the computer-mediated remote lab interface for supporting augmented reality that enriches 
the learning experiences (Lowe, Bharathy, Stumpers, & Yeung, 2012). 

There has been a much greater emphasis on the potential for remote laboratories to support 
substantial sharing of laboratory facilities (Lowe, Conlon, et al., 2012) with the concomitant 
benefits in cost savings and access to more diverse facilities. As a consequence of this there 
have been many initiatives focused explicitly on facilitating cross-institutional sharing of 
remote laboratories. Examples include, but are not limited to: the NSF-funded World Wide 
Student Laboratory project (originating in the mid-1990’s, though dormant since 2007) 
(Arodzero, 1998); LearNet (Rohrig & Bischoff, 2003), ProLearn (Gomes & Bogosyan, 2009), 
and PEMCWebLab (Bauer, Fedák, & Rompelman, 2008); and PEARL (Scanlon, Colwell, 
Cooper, & Di Paolo, 2004) (all run during the early to mid-2000’s and involving consortia of 
Universities focused on sharing laboratories). More recent work focused on shared lab 
access has included projects such as: LiLa (Richter, Böhringer, & Jeschke, 2009); Labshare 
(Lowe, Conlon, et al., 2012); iSES (Schauer et al., 2005); NANSLO (Western Interstate 
Commission for Higher Education, 2012); and UniSchooLabs (Scienter, 2012). 

The significant number of initiatives aiming to support shared access to remote labs 
illustrates the strength of the belief in the potential benefits. In most cases these sharing 
initiatives have been based around peer-to-peer sharing, where the developer/owner of a lab 
makes it available to others, based on some appropriate model that justifies the effort 
required to support the sharing. This in turn leads to a consideration of how such sharing can 
be appropriately supported. 

Many extant remote labs have been initially developed as stand-along systems where 
students directly access the apparatus, potentially through a dedicated web interface. Whilst 
this enables access, it doesn’t necessarily provide an effective mechanism for coordinating 
large-scale shared access. Indeed there are a range of support functionalities that become 
important once the usage of the lab increases. Examples include: user authentication and 
access authorisation; management of pools of labs; scheduling of access by users (including 
mechanisms such as management of access reservations and queues of users waiting for 
access); apparatus monitoring and testing; experiment results management; etc. (Yeung, 
Lowe, & Murray, 2010). 

A number of Remote Laboratory Management Systems (RLMS) have been developed that 
provide various combinations of these functionalities. Examples include the iLabs Shared 
Architecture (ISA) (Harward et al., 2008), Sahara (Labshare, 2010), WebDeusto (Garcia-
Zubia et al., 2009) and LiLa (Richter et al., 2009). Each of these systems is based on a 
different architecture but in general they have a similar purpose – to manage and support 
shared access to a collection of remote laboratories. 

This shared access is typically achieved by establishing appropriate access credentials for 
users on the RLMS who then can then log in and request access to the apparatus. This 
request can be either on a first-available basis (where they would be placed in a queue) or by 
making a reservation for access at a particular time. Whilst these mechanisms support 
coordination of access they do typically require that user management to be on the lab 
provider’s system. The effort required for this management can, in turn, be a significant 
disincentive to sharing. 

One partial solution to this challenge is to leverage technologies that support federated 
access, such as shibboleth. Shibboleth is a software/networking middleware technology that 
supports distributed identity management and federated access to systems. Essentially a 
user requesting access to a “content provider” (in this case, the remote lab owner) is 
redirected to their identity provider (IdP) (in this case the remote lab user’s home institution). 
This IdP authenticates the user and then vouchsafes the user to the content provider – 
provided the content provider trusts that IdP. 
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This approach simplifies the user management (since the owner of the remote lab need only 
provide a mechanism for confirming that a group of users from an external organisation are 
trusted and can have a specified level of access. Whilst this simplifies the sharing from the 
perspective of the lab provider, it is still somewhat of an inadequate solution from the 
perspective of the lab users. 

Consider the situation where a given user must access a range of 5 different labs (potentially 
in different courses/subjects) that are hosted by 5 different institutions. The access locations 
and interfaces will be different for each lab. A preferred solution is for this user’s institution to 
create their own local collection for these 5 remote laboratories, so that from the perspective 
of the users they are all accessed from one location and with a common log-in and access 
management infrastructure. Whilst the apparatus will be located at diverse remote distributed 
locations, this is essentially irrelevant to the user who accesses them through a single portal. 
It is the creation of such a solution that we consider in this paper. 

The Sahara Remote Laboratory Architecture 

In order to explore the feasibility, and architectural implications, of modifying a RLMS to 
support the creation of local collections of distributed remote laboratories we have elected to 
use the Sahara RLMS.  

Sahara is an open-source software suite that was developed, in part, within the Labshare 
project (Lowe, Conlon, et al., 2012). Labshare was an Australian project formed in late 2008 
that aimed to support the creation of a nationally shared network of remote laboratories in the 
context of Australian higher education institutions.  The Labshare project resulted in the 
launch of The Labshare Institute (TLI) which continues to support remote laboratory sharing 
programs. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The architecture of the Sahara Remote Laboratory Management System (from Sahara 
Development Handbook, available at http://sourceforge.net/projects/labshare-

sahara/files/Documentation/, by permission of The University of Technology, Sydney).   

 

Sahara was a key outcome of the Labshare project and is one of the world’s leading remote 
laboratory management systems.  Sahara supports a rich suite of user and laboratories 
management functions, including the ability to monitor the health of labs, and to allow users 
to queue for and/or reserve laboratories. The latest public release of Sahara (R3.2) also 
incorporates support for federated user access using shibboleth via the Australian Access 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/labshare-sahara/files/Documentation/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/labshare-sahara/files/Documentation/
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Federation.  The basic architecture of Sahara is show in Figure 2. This contains the following 
key components: the web interface; the scheduling server; and the rig client. 

The Web Interface is the user interface to SAHARA Labs. Its roles include authenticating a 
user, providing the interface for users to request access to a resource and providing the 
interface to control a rig. It provides programmatic interfaces to implement aspects such as 
how users are authenticated and presentation. It also include a suite of components for 
implementing the web interface associated with different rig types. 

The Scheduling Server is the middleware component that manages the scheduling 
processes of the remote laboratory rigs, including tracking the state of rigs and assigning 
them to users based on either queued access or time-based reservations. It is also 
responsible for managing the running sessions according to the allocated times as well as 
logging all events and activities. The Scheduling Server is agnostic with regard to the specific 
design of a rig and relies on a rig client application to turn scheduling requests into rig 
specific behaviour. 

The Rig Client provides a software abstraction of each rig and converts abstract requests 
from the scheduling server into rig specific actions. If a user is being assigned to the rig, its 
Rig Client provides the behaviour to actually allow the user to access the rig. The Rig Client 
provides a programmatic interface to allow this behaviour to be defined as a set of Java 
interfaces. The Rig Client manages the rig and sends status updates to the Scheduling 
Server. If the Rig Client is not operating, from the perspective of the Scheduling Server, the 
rig is not operational and no user will be assigned to it. The Rig Client also provides a control 
channel to directly interface with the rig or as an auxiliary to an external control program. 

 

Sahara is currently in use by multiple universities, with each installation of Sahara as an 
isolated instance that manages a distinct collection of remote laboratories. There is no 
communication between Sahara instances and hence no direct sharing of laboratories 
between instances.  This means that in order to gain access to a specific remote laboratory a 
user must log in to the Sahara server that manages that laboratory (albeit using their own 
home institution access account).  

 

     

(a) (b) (c)  

Figure 3: Example RLMS Federation Architectures: (a) Multiple control of rig clients; (b) Web 
interface communication; (c) Scheduling server communication 
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Federated System Design 

There are a number of different possible ways in which the Sahara architecture can be 
extended to incorporate the desired functionality, where multiple rigs, managed by different 
distributed Sahara servers, can be aggregated into one local collection. A range of 
possibilities were considered, though we only discuss the four most illustrative examples 
here (due to space constraints): 

Architecture 1: Federation with Centralised Scheduling Server 

This possibility (not shown in Figure 3) involved a ‘federation’ built with a single centralised 
Scheduling Server and Web Interface that communicates with rig clients (and hence 
apparatus) that is distributed across multiple “provider” sites. Whilst simple to implement 
(indeed this could be implemented with no change to the existing architecture) this approach 
can be immediately excluded due to several critical flaws. Firstly, this precludes different 
organisations creating their own virtual collections (and managing their own users’ access to 
the rigs within these collections). The centralised server also forms a single point of failure 
and a potential performance bottleneck. 

Architecture 2: Federation by multiple control of Rig Clients 

Figure 3a illustrates an architecture that returns autonomy back to the individual remote 
laboratory sites – each of which maintains its own Sahara server that manages one or more 
remote laboratories (or indeed none, if this server is only used to support access to external 
labs). The extension to the current Sahara server is that the Scheduling server is able to 
communicate not only with its own rig client, but also rig clients at other sites. In this 
architecture the obvious challenge is the difficulty in ensuring the rig client is only in use by a 
single user at a time – and can only be reserved for use by a single user at a time. This 
implies a significant degree of increased complexity in the rig client, which would need to 
incorporate a degree of scheduling capability that is currently embedded in the scheduling 
server. 

Architecture 3: Federation by Web Interface communication 

Figure 3b shows an architecture in which communication between sites is through a users’ 
Sahara Server requesting access to a lab provider’s functionality through their Web Interface 
(in essence, the user’s Sahara server acts much as a local user would). This is a plausible 
solution since it recognises that it is the Web Interface that is the existing interface to the 
remote laboratory functionality and thus it proxies the Scheduling Server’s functionality 
through an interface mediated by login credentials of a user. An advantage of this approach 
is that it would require relatively little modification to the existing design. It has a significant 
disadvantage however with regard to the web interface becoming a potential performance 
bottleneck. 

Architecture 4: Federation by Scheduling Server Communication 

The architecture shown in Figure 3c involves direct communication between the Scheduling 
Servers within the Sahara systems. This recognises that it is the Scheduling Server which is 
the ultimate destination of functionality required for a federated remote laboratory system.  If 
a user is requesting to use a rig it is the Scheduling Server that ultimately decides whether to 
queue the user and if and when they are assigned to a rig. The Scheduling Server already 
has a programmatic interface to provide this through a SOAP interface but this is inadequate 
for external consumption since it puts the onus of authentication on the Web Interface (only 
the authorisation decision is at the Scheduling Server). To implement this architecture would 
require a new federation service to be developed on the Scheduling Server that provides an 
interface to user level Scheduling Server operations such as queuing and session 
termination. It would also require extending the current Scheduling Server permission 
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structure so there is a permission that resolves to calling another site’s Scheduling Server 
federation interface to perform things like queuing or reservations of that site’s resources. 

This architecture is essentially a ‘peer-to-peer’ architecture with consumer and provider 
Scheduling Servers being peers of each other.  The advantage of this architecture is the 
provider Sahara knows about the consumer Sahara and so there may be duplex 
communication between them. For example a consumer Sahara server can request to put a 
user into the queue on the provider Sahara server then wait for the provider to notify that the 
user has been assigned to a rig.  

Evaluation 

As outlined above, architectures 3 and 4 both represent feasible solutions. In order to assess 
their relative metrics we undertook a conceptual evaluation of both of them using software 
architecture quality attributes drawn from (Reekie & McAdam, 2006). For each attribute we 
considered which architecture best exhibits that attribute. The results of this evaluation are 
shown in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Architecture quality evaluations 

Quality Attribute 
(Reekie & McAdam, 2006) 

Architecture 3 – 
Web Interface 
Communications 

Architecture 4 –
Scheduling Server 
Communications 

Architectural 
preference 

Performance 

How much work a system can 
perform for a given resource. 

Does not. The consumer is 
required to poll the provider. 

The provider Scheduling 
Server can push updates to 
the consumer. 

Strongly 4 

Usability 

Consideration of the inter-links 
between software and the 
person. 

Does not. Polling introduces a 
lag between an event 
occurring and the next poll. 

Pushed statuses are 
temporal at the time an 
event occurs. 

Strongly 4 

Reliability  

How infrequently the system 
fails to perform its intended 
function. 

Does not require as much 
state to be preserved between 
consumer and provider as it 
requires a consumer to pull 
through all details with a poll. 

Requires state 
synchronisation between 
consumer and provider to 
correctly push updates. 

Weakly 3 

Security 

Ability to ensure that it can and 
will be used in the intended 
way. 

Has the Web Interface as the 
authentication barrier using 
user authentication details. 

Uses a customised interface 
specifically developed for 
federation consumption.  

Strongly 4 

Maintainability  

Ease with which the system 
can have defects corrected. 

Reuses the existing Web 
Interface REST / JSON code 
which is production tested.  
Hard to upgrade as it is a 
PHP application with lots of 
separate files. 

Requires new code to be 
written. Changes confined 
to Scheduling Server which 
as a Java application with 
installers that upgrade 
existing installations, it is 
straight forward to upgrade. 

Weakly 4 

Reusability 

Ease with which software 
elements can be used in 
multiple contexts. 

The Web Interface REST / 
JSON interface may be used 
by other applications.  

Does not. Strongly 3 

Scalability 

Ease with which the system 
can be scaled. 

Does not. Push updates eliminate 
unneeded poll 
communication. 

Strongly 4. 
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Looking at the table of quality attributes, architecture 3 is the preferred architecture based on 
two attributes (reliability and reusability). In contrast, architecture 4 is the preferred 
architecture based on 5 attributes (performance, usability, security, maintainability, 
scalability). 

Based on this evaluation architecture 4 was chosen to be implemented. The Sahara system 
was modified accordingly to produce a prototype version that incorporated the new 
functionality. Subsequently a test setup was established that involved four distinct Sahara 
instances: 

 Labshare for Schools (LHS): This site managed the Hydro rig (shown in Figure 1) and 
was a consumer of the Inclined Plane Rig (IPR) from the PHYS Sahara server. 

 UTS:Physics Remote Laboratory (PHYS): This site managed the IPR rig and was a 
consumer of the Hydro rig. 

 Apollo (AP): This site managed no rigs, and is a consumer of the Hydro and IPR rigs. 

 sahara-labs.ws (SLWS): This site was hosted on the Amazon EC2 cloud (physically on 
the United States east coast). It managed no rigs, but was a consumer of the IPR and 
Hydro rigs.  

Scenario testing was then utilised to assess the behaviour and performance of the system. 
The scenarios that were tested included: 

 Using a rig with direct assignment 

 Using a rig with queuing assignment 

 Using a rig with reservation assignment 

Each of these scenarios was executed to access each of the rigs from each of the Sahara 
servers. With the exception of one problem associated with reservations having an incorrect 
status (arising from problems with translating different time zones between the linked Sahara 
servers) all tests passed and no significant issues were identified. 

 

Conclusions 

This paper has described the issues associated with distributed shared access to remote 
laboratories. Specifically, consideration was given to the feasibility of creating local 
collections of remote labs drawn from diverse remote labs providers, and hence creating a 
federated system where a lab located at a remote providers site could be successfully used 
by users logging into their own local remote lab system.  

To achieve this, the Sahara Remote Lab Management System was discussed and four 
alternative architectures were explored. From these alternatives, a candidate architecture 
was selected and subsequently used to implement a proof-of-concept prototype system. 
Evaluation of this prototype clearly demonstrated that from the perspective of users, the 
system behaved essentially identically irrespective of whether the labs were managed by the 
Sahara server to which the users were logged into, or whether the labs were managed by a 
separate “provider” Sahara server.  

Whilst not yet a production quality system ready for deployment, the prototype has clearly 
shown that such a system can be readily designed and implemented. Full deployment could 
be achieved by: undertaking a full test cycle and associated bug fixes; completion of a 
federation management interface to handle establishing the links between servers; 
implementation of transport layer security of the federation services; and consideration of 
how experimental results should be handled. 
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